[Information characteristics of neuronal and synaptic plasticity].
Informational losses in neuronal nets(NN) with plastic elements were estimated. These losses are related with 1) transition from "complicated" decoding when from the modification state of such elements information of the whole set of recorded elements is extracted to "simple" decoding natural of NN functioning when information is extracted independently for individual events; 2) uncertainty concerning NN structure, if at decoding in one of the modification states the neuron reactivity totally or the weight of plastic synapse equals zero. After the transition from complicated to simple decoding these losses for gradual plasticity are so great that NN with such plasticity has no advantages in informational capacity as compared to the binary one. These losses are absent for plasticity of Olbus type. They are relatively high for neuronal plasticity of Hebb type. For Hebb synapses their value essentially depends on the net parameters.